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Abstract A new approach to mission operations has been
flight validated on NASA’s Deep Space One (DSI) mission
that
launched
in October
1998.
The beacon monitor
operationstechnology
is aimedatdecreasing
the total
volume of downlinked engineering telemetry by reducing
the frequency of downlink and the volume of data received
per pass. Cost savings are achieved by reducing the amount
of routine telemetry processing and analysis performed by
ground staff. With beacon monitoring,
the spacecraft will
assess its own health and willtransmitone of foursubcarrier frequency tones to inform the ground how urgent it
is to track the spacecraft for telemetry. If all conditions are
nominal, thetone providesperiodicassuranceto
ground
personnel that the mission is proceeding as planned without
having to receiveandanalyze
downlinked telemetry. If
there is aproblem,thetonewill
indicate that tracking is
required and the resulting telemetry will contain a concise
summary of what has occurred since thelast telemetry pass.
The Beacon technology has been provensuccessful on DS 1
throughaseries
of tonetestsand
data summarization
experiments. This collection of experiments was called the
DSl Beacon Monitor Experiment or BMOX. Still there are
important lessons learned from this experiment that can be
applied to future spacecraftmissions.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The budget environment that has evolved since the advent
of NASA’s Faster, Better, Cheaper initiative has caused
mission risk policies and mission designs to change in ways
that have been conducive to theinception of new operations
concepts and supporting technologies.Such was the case
when the beacon monitor concept was conceived to enable a
mission to Pluto to be achieved within the budget
constraints passed down from NASA. The technology was
accepted into the New Millennium Program and baselined
for flight validation on the Deep Space One Mission. As
the technology was beingdevelopedfor DS1, theNASA
community has expressed a growing interest and acceptance
of adaptive operations and onboard autonomy.
In traditional mission operations,thespacecraft
receives
commands from the ground and in turn transmits telemetry
in the form of science or engineeringdata. With beacon
monitoring, the spacecraft sends a command to the ground
that instructs the ground personnel how urgent it is to track
the spacecraft for telemetry.There
are only four such
commands. Thinking of beacon operations in this way
creates a paradigm shiftoverthe
way we traditionally
approach operations. Also, it is very important to not think
of the tone message as just a little bit of telemetry. If one
does this, it is easy to make the argument that a little more
telemetry is better. Our approach is one where telemetry is
only transmitted when it is necessary for ground personnel
to assist the spacecraft or otherwise very infrequently if the
spacecraft is fortunate enough to go long periods (a month
or so) without requiring ground assistance. When telemetry
tracking is necessary the intelligent data summaries contain
the most relevant information to provide full insights into
spacecrafi activities since the last contact.
The key
challenge has been to develop an architecture that enables
the spacecraft to adaptively create summary information to
make best use of the availablebandwidthasthe
mission
progresses such that all pertinent data is received in one four
to eight hour telemetry pass.

Theprimarycomponentsofthetechnologyareatone
messaging
system,
AI-based
software
onboard
for
engineeringdatasummarization,agroundvisualization
systemfortelemetrysummaries,andagroundresponse
system. Beacon tone operations can
be used to lower the
cost of operatingspacemissionswhilesimultaneously
decreasing their risk. The concept involves a paradigm shift
from routine telemetry downlink and ground analysisto onboard
health
determination
autonomous
and
data
summarization.IonPropulsionmissionsgain
an added
advantage
of
power
savings
from
reduced
telemetry
downlinksandtheassociatedincreasedthrustingtime.
Beacon operations will enable more
of the smaller, more
frequent missions that NASA is planning for the early part
of thenextmillennium.Thispaper
will documentthe
results of the beacon experiment on DS1. In addition, the
paperwillincludeadescriptionoftheBeaconmonitor
concept,thetrade-offswithadaptingthatconcept
as a
technology experiment, and our lessons learned during the
mission.Applicabilitytofuturemissionswill
also be
included.

being explored for the DSl extended mission, scheduled to
begin in September of 1999.
Table 1. Tone Definitions
Tone
Nominal

Definition
Spacecraft is nominal, all functions are
performing as expected.
No need to
downlink engineering telemetry.

Interesting

An interesting and non-urgent event has
occurred the
on
spacecraft.
Establish
communication with ground
the
when
convenient. Examples: device reset to clear
error caused by singleevent upset due to
cosmic particle, other transient events.

Important

Communication with the
ground needs to be
achieved within a certain time or the
spacccraft state could
deteriorate
and/or
critical data could be lost. Examples: memory
near full, non-critical hardware failure.

Urgent

Spacecraft emergency. A critical component
of the spacecraft has failed.The spacecraft
cannot autonomously
recover
and ground
intervention is required immediately.
Examples: Propulsion or power system
clectronics failure

No Tone

Beacon mode is not
operating,
spacecraft
tclccom is not Earth-pointed or spacecraft
anomaly urohibited tone from being sent.

2. Dsl BMOXSUBSYSTEMS
It wasrequiredthattwosubsystems
be designedand
developed to implementthedesiredfunctionalityforthe
DS1 experiment. These are, in fact, standalone innovations.
Althoughtheyarebeingpresentedhereprimarily
in
support of cruisephaseoperations,therehasalso
been
interest in applying these technology components to other
domains. Other potential applications include using in-situ
beacons
Mars,
at
adapting
tone
messaging
and
summarization to earth orbiters, using beacons for science
eventdetectionandnotification,and
in utilizingthetone
system to reduce mission risk due to spacecraft operability
constraints.
Tone system

Therearefourtonesignalsand
each uniquelyrepresents
one of the four urgency-based beacon messages. The
DSl
tone definitions are summarized in Table 1. These tones are
generatedasthespacecraftsoftwarereactstoreal-time
events.
Urgent Beacon tones on DS1 are sent
when the spacecraft
fault protection puts the spacecraft in standby mode. This
conditionoccurswhenthefaultprotectionencountersa
fault that it cannot correct. Standby mode halts the current
commandsequence,including
IPS thrusting.Duringthe
DS1 tone experiment, the Beacon tone can be sent regularly
at a prescheduled time, i.e., 30 to 60 minutes per day. The
tone cannot be operated continuously because DS1 requires
as much power as possible for
IPS thrusting and the tone
transmissionuses some ofthethrustingpower.Routine
operational use of the beacon monitor
system is currently

Itis
importanttocommunicatetheurgency
of ground
response using a telecommunicationsmethodthathasa
low-detection threshold and short detection times. Ease
of
detectiontranslatestolowercostoperations.Thesignal
structure is shown in Figure 1. Each message is represented
by apair of tonescenteredaboutthecarrierfrequency.
Tones are generated by phase-modulating the RF carrier by
asquarewavesubcarrierusinga90degreesmodulation
angle.
The
carrier
(fc)
is completely
suppressed.
The
resultingdownlinkspectrumconsistsoftonesatodd
multiples of the subcarrier frequency above and below the
carrier. Four pairs of tones are needed to represent the four
possible messages.
B

I

f

Fef4

Fc+f4

Figure 1. Tone Signal Structure
B=Frequency uncertainty
Fc=Carrier frequency
li=Subcarrier frequency for the ith message

The goal is to reliably detect the monitoring messages with
zerodB-Hz total receivedsignal-to-noise-spectral-density
ratio (Pt/No) using a 1000 second observation time. Future

missions are assumedto carry a low-cost auxiliary oscillator
as a frequency source, instead of a more expensive, ultrastable oscillator. The downlink frequency derived from the
auxiliary oscillator is not precisely known due to frequency
drifts caused by on-board temperature variations, aging, and
uncorrectedresidualDoppler
frequency. In addition, the
downlink frequency also exhibits short-term drift and phase
noise.Thesefactorsweretakeninto
consideration in the
design of themonitoring signal detector.
Onboard summarizationsystem

If the beacon tone indicates that tracking is required, the
onboard summarization system provides concise summaries
of all pertinent spacecraft data since
the previous contact.
Thesummarization system performs three functions: data
collectionandprocessing,
mission activity determination,
andepisodeidentification.The
data collection subroutine
receives data from the engineering
telemetry system via a
function call and applies summary techniques to this data,
producing summary measures for downlink to the ground.
Themission
activity subroutinedeterminesthe
overall
spacecraft mode of operation. This determination is used to
choosetheappropriate
data and limits monitored by the
episode subroutine. The mission activity is intended to be
exclusive. When a new mission activity starts, the previous
mission activity is assumed to haveended.
The episode
subroutine
combines
summary
and
engineering data
received internally from the data collection subroutine with
themissionactivityreceived
from the activity subroutine
and compares the data with mission activity specific alarm
limits. It is necessarytousethe
mission activities to
determine which data to use for episode identification and
to identify the limits of these data. If the limit is exceeded,
the subroutinespawnsanewepisodeand
collects past
relevant data from the data collection subroutine. The past
data collected will be one-minute summaries that go back in
time as farastheuserhasdefined.
(So a five-minute
episodewouldcontainsummaries
starting five minutes
before the episode to five minutes after the episode.) At the
endofthe
episode, the subroutine outputs data to the
telemetry subsystem for downlink.
Table 2. Summarization Telemetry Packets
Telemetry
Name
Activity

Description

Output Frequency

Current value of mission activity

Output on change

Data Sample

Records asnapshot of every raw and
summarized
data
channel

Regular interval, i.e., I5
min.

Episode
Summary

Records general data about an out-oflimits data condition called an
“episode”

One per episode

Episode
Channel

Recordsspecificdataabouta single
data channel’s behavior during an
episode

One or more per
episode

Tone Change

Current state of the beacon tone

Output on tone change

Channel
Summary

Summary
data
about
a
single data
channel’s behavior since the last
downlink

One for each channel
out of limits

User Summary
A

user-specified packet containing
raw andor summarized data

Duration user-specified

Three different types of summarizeddata are produced
onboard: overall performance summary, user-defined
performance summary,
and
anomaly
summary.
Six
different telemetry packets have been defined to containthis
information. (See Table 2.) Taken
as
a
whole, the
telemetry packets produce summary downlinks that areused
to enable fast determination of spacecraft state by ground
personnel. The performance summariesaregenerated
at
regular intervals and stored in memoryuntilthenext
telemetry ground contact. They are computed by applying
standard functions, such as minimum, maximum,mean,
first derivative, and second derivative,tothedata.
Userdefined summary data can provide detailed information on a
particular subsystem and are created at the user’s discretion.
Anomaly summary data (episodes)are created when the
raw and summarized data violate high or low limits. These
limits are determined by the subsystem specialist and stored
in a table on-board the spacecraft.The
limit tables are
based on the current mission activity.
The software also hasthecapabilityto
use AI-based
envelope functions instead of traditional alarm limits. This
system, called ELMER (Envelope Learning and Monitoring
using Error Relaxation), provides anew form of event
detection will be evaluated in addition to using the projectspecified traditional alarm limits. Envelopefunctions are
essentially adaptive alarm limits learned by training a neural
network with nominal engineering data. The neural net can
be onboard or on the ground. For DS1, envelope functions
are trained on the ground and then uploadedto
the
spacecraft. DSI spacecraft fault protection will only be
based on project-specified static alarm limits but the
summary data can be generated based onthe
adaptive
limits.

3. TONESYSTEM
RESULTS
A series of experiments were run to test the end-to-end tone
delivery system. These experiments
were
designed
to
incrementally test additional capability for the Beacon tone
system. Prior to launch, the ability of the Small Deep Space
Transponder (SDST) to generate Beacon tones was tested
by the telecom engineers. A similar test was performed on
the spacecraft several times after launch.Thistest
was
called “X-tone” because it tested the capability to send the
Beacon tones using X-band transmission. The X-tone test,
expanded to use aseries
of tonestotestthe
ground
detection system, was repeated severaltimesthroughout
March and April 1999.
The ability of the software to select tones and transmit them
inDS1 telemetry was tested on February 26, 1999. This
test, called b-tone, consisted of ground commands that set
the Beacon tone during downlink
a
pass. The
tone
was
verified in regular DSI telemetry but was not transmitted to

the tone detector. Each tone was verified during the b-tone
test. In addition, the tone-reset command wastested.
The next test to run on-board DSl was the b-transmit test.
This test involved setting theBeacon tone using information
from the software on board, thentransmitting the tone using
the SDST. The tone was received at the DSS-13 antenna
and forwarded to thetonedetectorat
JPL. No advance
knowledge of the commanded tone wasgiven to the ground
detectionengineer.
After the tonewas detected, it was
delivered to other members of theBeacon Team in an email
message. The b-transmit test was run three times in April
1999.
The last tone test to be run was the Ka-tone test. This test
was identical to the X-tone test except that it used the Kaband transmitter to send the Beacon tone. This test was run
in April 1999.

with both limits less than 127couldremainunchanged.
With these rules, we created another SIF and uploaded it to
DSI. Data summarization was restarted on March 22, 1999.
Everything appeared operate
to correctly
in data
summarization. A few data channelswentinto
episode
condition. It was determined that temperature sensors were
drifting colder due to DSI moving away from the sun. The
limits were updated and a new SIF was uplinked.
Data summarization ran smoothly on and off duringthe
month of April and May with minor modifications to the
SIFdueto
noisy channels. During this period, a new
version of the Beacon FSW was developed and tested. This
version included a work-around for the limitation of EH&A
data described above. In addition, other new features were
added:

+ The criteria fordetermining mission activity was

4. DATASUMMARIZATION
RESULTS
The datasummarizationcomponent
of BMOX was first
turned
February
on
19, 1999.
The Beacon Team
determinedthelimitsapplied
to the engineering data for
testingthesummarization capability. The limits were set
just outside of the minimum and maximum value seen for
the data since launch. Shortly after the first turn-on several
of thedatachannelswent
into episode (out-of-limits)
condition. Upon further inspection, it was determined that
many limits werebased on engineeringunits(EU),
but
much of the data was being stored usingdata numbers (DN)
in the on-boardengineeringand
housekeeping telemetry
system(EH&A). The data summarizationwasturned off
afterseveral hours and the initialization file (also called
sampler init file or SIF)was updated with DN based limits.
The data summarization was turned back on March Sth for
several hours. Afewchannelswent
into alarm, but the
number was reduced from the previous test. Inspection of
the data revealed negative values for someeight-bit sensors.
This was impossiblebecause all eight-bit sensors should
range from 0 to 255. After careful debugging in the DSl
test bed, an error was found in the DS1 flight software. It
was discovered that when
data
are passed from the
originator to EH&A, EH&A converts
the data to its own
internal double precision format as thoughit were 8 bits and
signed.Thisresults
in thevalues from 0 to 127 being
represented correctly, and the values from 128 to 255 being
represented as -128 to -1, respectively. EH&A apparently
does not have a data type code for unsigned 8-bit integers.
The effect of this problem was that limits were harder (and
sometimes impossible) to specify. With a new set of rules,
we were able to create a SIF that would work around this
problem for some of the data. If both high and low limits
were 128 or greater, they hadto be converted by subtracting
256. However, if the low limit was 127 or less and the high
limit is 128 or greater, the limits won't work. Sensor values

+
+
+
+

parameterized in the SIF
Episodes will now end if a new SIF is loaded
Additional protection for divide-by-zero conditions
SIF's can now be loaded from EEPROM or RAM
User data packets can now have start andstop
times associated with them

The new version was started up on June 15'h, 1999. A new
SIF was included with limits determined by the DSl
spacecraft engineers. Since that time,data summarization
has needed a few updates duetofalsealarms.There
are
several reasons for these false alarms. The Beacon flight
software (FSW) is able to sample the data once per second.
This is a much higher rate than the data sent to the ground
for analysis. Because of the higher rate, the FSW is able to
see events that are normally missed on theground.
We
have confirmed these events by correlating with the fault
protection monitors that capturemaximumexcursions
on
some engineering data.
Table 3. Summary of Engineering Data Monitored
Subsvstem
I Number of Channels I
8
Attitude Control
1
Fault Protection
1
Navigation
Other
2
I .Power
I
22
I
- ..
I
1
Propulsion
I Telecommunications
I
6
I
Temperature (all subsystems)
35

I

I

I

Another reason for false alarms has been activities such as
optical navigation (OPNAV's) that move power and thermal
sensors outside their normal ranges.
The subsystem
engineers respond, "yes, these eventstakethesensors
outside their normal ranges, and yes, this is expected
behavior." So where does the Beacon Team set the limits?
Since the Beacon data summarization is context sensitive,
we could create a new "mission activity" for OPNAV's with

it's own set of limits. An OPNAV activity consists of
severalspacecraftturns,with
picture taking occurring at
each target. This is similar to a maneuver. With this mind,
we have changed our mission activity determination criteria
for maneuvers to include optical navigation activities. This
will also make our maneuver
activity determination more
robust. Prior to thischange,wewere
only changing to
maneuver activity when DS 1 was actually firing thrusters to
change
the
velocity. Maneuvers involve turning
to
a
thrusting attitude, and turningback after the thrusting.
Now, the maneuver activity includes these turns and their
respective settling times as well. This makes sense because
it is during this entire period thatpower and thermal sensors
may deviate from their nominal cruise values. This change
was uplinked in early September 1999. A summary of this
list is contained in Table3.
Beacon data summarization has been an evolving process
requiringseverallimitrefinements
from thespacecraft
team. This should be expected in the development of any
data summarization system. This process is very similar to
whenanynewmissionlaunches.
For the first several
months, ground alarms are updated as the flight team learns
about how thespacecraftreally
operates. The ground
testing activities give a good first cut at setting alarm levels,
but the spacecraft never operates exactly as it did in test.
Implementing context sensitive limits is a similar process.
We are no longer setting the engineering data limits based
ontheworsecase.
Nowwe can look at the worse case
based on the spacecraft activities. This should ensure more
accurate discoveryof anomalies.

thresholds can track gradual trending of sensor data much
tighter than the current DSl static alarm limits. We see this
in monitoring the gradual drift in eight
solar
array
temperatures sensors, one of which is shown in Figure 2. In
comparing traditional limits with ELMER limits during the
81 days of operations, we see thatELMER limits track
actual spacecraft performance much more precisely than
static limits, which would be off the scaleof this chart.
Another validation exercise confirmed
has
that
summarization can capture subtle, yet important spacecraft
episodes. In ground tests, ELMER detected an unexpected
heater turn-on that occurred when the solar panels went offaxis during a spacecraft maneuver. SinceELMER trains
across multiple parameters using nominal data, the
summarization system detected this event without explicit a
priori knowledge of thescenario.Thisdata
is shown in
Figure 3
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Figure 3. Battery Temperature Episode Detection

ELMER has been running on-board with only 10 sensors,
all temperature. This limitation is primarily due to limited
on-board memory.There
have only been three ELMER
limit violations (episodes) during the primary mission. Two
have occurred during OPNAV events and can be explained
by the temperature excursionsassociated with spacecraft
turns. These are basically "false alarms." The third episode
has not yet been explained. The ELMERlimitfunctions
were developed after training on datafromthe first four
months of the mission. We hope that additional training on
spacecraft data since February will correct these false
alarms in extended mission.
There
will be additional
ELMER limit functions added in extended mission as well.
Figure 2. Tracking of adaptive alarm limit to DS1 solar
array temperature
One activity that produced
important
results
involves
analyzing summary system performance on DS1 anomalies
to date. Although limited in its capabilities due to on-board
memory
restrictions,
preliminary
results when running
ELMER on historical data are showing that adaptive alarm

5. LESSONSLEARNED
Ion Propulsion Missions
The utilization of the ion propulsion system(also called
solar-electric propulsion) on DS1 offers an additional
advantage in using Beacon monitoring.The IPS provides
continuous thrust formuch
of thecruise
phase. The

operational margin for IPS thrusting represents the duration
for which IPS could be off and still allow the spacecraft to
reach the target asteroid. Due to the low thrust associated
withIPSandbecause
actual thrustingdidnot
start until
several weeks after launch, the operational margin is only a
few weeks. Telemetry downlink passes are becoming
less
frequent as the DS1 mission progresses. Eventually,
there
will only be one telemetry pass per week. If the spacecraft
experiences a problem that requires the standby mode, the
IPS engine will be shut down. It could be up to one week
before the flight team has visibility to that standby mode.
Using the Beacon tone system during the periods between
scheduled telemetry downlinks can be a cost-effective way
to decrease mission risk because it reduces the likelihood of
losing thrusting time and not making the intended
target.
Other future IPS missions have taken note of this fact and
requested Beacon tone servicesto lower their mission risk.
Software Testing

It was decided to redesign the DS 1flight software about 18
months before launch. This decision
greatly compacted an
already full schedule to complete the software. As a result,
the testing ofallnon-essentialsoftwarefunctionswas
delayeduntilafterlaunch.TheBeaconexperimentwas
considered a non-essential piece of software and therefore
wasonly tested pre-launchfornon-interferencewith
the
other flight software. In post launch testing, a few problems
were discovered that prevent us from
starting the Beacon
software until anewversioncouldbeuploaded.These
problems related to differences between theflight hardwarebased testbed and a simulated hardwaretestbed. This is the
age-old lesson learned of performing system testing on the
software prior to use. But even beyond that, it is important
to
run
tests
on
the
actual hardware-based testbed.
Unfortunately, the DS1 schedule would not allow us to do
this until post launch.
Fault Protection Integration

Beforethesoftwareredesign,theBeaconsoftwarewas
tightly integrated with the DSl fault protection software.
The decision was made after the redesign to de-couple the
twopiecesofsoftware.Previously,the
fault protection
monitors triggered the Beacontones. After the redesign, the
mappingof
faults to toneswasperformedusingtwo
different methods. All spacecraft standby modes
are now
mapped tothe urgentBeacontone.The
interesting and
important Beacon tones are mapped using Beacon software
determined limits. Decoupling the fault protection software
from the Beacon software gives us maximum flexibility to
determinewhatsensors
to monitor.Unfortunately,our
algorithms
for
determining
faults are not
nearly
as
sophisticated as the fault protection
monitors.
These
monitorscanlookatmany
different valuesbased
on
conditional logic before
determining
what
fault has
occurred.
Future
spacecraft
designed
to
use Beacon

operations
should
plan on completely integrating the
Beacon tone software with thefault protection software.
Beacon Signal Frequency Stability

The signals used for Beacon monitor are characterized by
three things: ( 1 ) the signal strength can be extremely low,
(2) the initial tone frequencies, which are derived from an
on-board auxiliary oscillator, are not known exactly, and (3)
the
tone
frequencies
are constantly
drifting.
The
tone
detector is designed to detect these types of signals with a
high-level
confidence.
of
The
maximum
frequency
uncertainty and the maximum frequency drift rate for the
tone
detector
were
established
using
Galileo
a
spare
transponder. An operational issue was encountered with the
DSl Beacon experiment:howandtowhatextent
can we
stabilize the temperature of the auxiliary oscillator before
the start of a Beacon pass? Stabilizing the temperature will
reduce the frequency
uncertainty
and
frequency
drift,
making it easier for the tone detector to detect the Beacon
signal. Based
on
data
provided
by
the
DS1
telecom
personnel, the auxiliary oscillator temperature can undergo
a wide range of changes after an OPNAV maneuver. This
results in a very large frequency uncertainty and a very high
rate of change (>6 Hzisec), both of which would exceed the
limits of the tone detector (when the
signal level is low).
One solution to overcome the OPNAV-related problem is to
wait for the transponder temperature to stabilize. Studies by
the DS1 telecom personnel indicated that about four hours
are needed for the transponder temperature to stabilize after
running the OPNAV activity. Thisoperational constraint
wouldnothave
much impact on thespacecraftand
is
believedto bethe simplest, lowest-costsolutionto
this
problem. We recommend this procedure to improve weaksignal detection for DSl and future missions using Beacon
Monitor.
During the DSltoneexperiments,the
initial frequency
uncertaintywas much larger thanexpected.Abiaswas
manuallyintroduced to keepthereceived
signal in the
recordedband.Withoutthe
bias, thefrequencymight be
outside the recorded band. In an automated detection mode,
is
it
necessary to recordat
least 3 timesthecurrent
bandwidth, unless a better way to predict the frequency can
be found. One possibility is to make use of the Auxiliary
Oscillator Frequency vs. Temperature calibration table to
improve frequencyprediction.
Downlink Carrier Phase Noise

Post analyses of the received signal frequency indicated that
the
phase
noise
of
the
downlink
carrier was fairly
significant. Thiswould result in detection loss. Analyses
should be performed to estimate the impact of
this phase
noise on detectorperformanceand factor this into future
detection experiments.

Spacecraft Clock Accuracy

Duringone of the experiments, it wasobserved that the
actual tone switching times did not seem to agree exactly
with the predicted switchingtimes. This led to the discovery
by the DS 1 team
that there was an error of 18- 19 secondsin
the on-board spacecraft timeto earth time conversion.

DSN Equipment Issues
A couple of tone passes were not successful due to the
DSN
station’s (DSS- 13) weather
and
equipment.
In one
experiment, the spacecraft started transmitting tones before
it roseabovethehorizonofDSS13.
In another case, a
scheduled pass was cancelled due to spacecraft
activities.
While
the
overall tone
experiments
have
been very
successful, future experimentplanshouldallow
for this
kind of contingency.
Beacon Operations Paradigm

TheBeaconsoftwaremakesdeterminationsofspacecraft
anomalies. The data summarization component of Beacon
attempts to summarize related data from these anomalies.
These determinations are based upon high and lowlimits on
sensordata.
It is importanttoinvolve
the spacecraft
subsystem engineers in the determination of which data to
monitor and thesetting of the limits on these data. They are
the
personnel
most
familiar
with
the
operational
characteristics of each subsystem and therefore should
be
determining interesting and fault conditions for their
subsystem.
Also, involving
by
them
in the data
summarization definition, they will become better
acquaintedwiththeBeaconsoftware
and will bemore
inclined to useit during crisis situations.
Ground alarm limits on telemetry are generally set using the
worse possible state of each data channel. This practice can
hide problems with the spacecraft if the alarm limits are set
atwideboundaries.Beacondatasummarization
offers
context sensitive limits. In the case of DS1, limits can be
set for cruise, downlink, IPS thrusting, maneuver, and
standbymodes.Spacecraftoperationspersonnel
arenot
used to working with summarized engineering telemetry or
context sensitive limits. Whenasked for data limits, we
generally received one set of limits and were told to apply
them to all mission activities. Setting limits like this does
not utilize the capabilities of the Beacon
data
summarization.ForfutureimplementationsofBeacon,
it
will be important to educate the flight team about Beacon’s
capabilities early in mission design.
Beacon
data
summarization should also be used during spacecraft testing
to familiarize operators with the technology. This will help
ensure reliance on Beacon data during the mission.
Systems Engineering

As previouslymentioned,therewereproblems
with false
episodealarmsduetomission
activities such as Optical

Navigations,
camera
calibrations, isetc. It
important
to
carefully define each of the mission activities and how they
are related toengineeringdata.
In the DS1 case, wehad
defined the maneuver activity toonlyoccurwhenthe
thrusters were firing. Since
maneuvers
also involved
turning the spacecraft, it was important to include all events
that turned the spacecraft in our maneuver mission activity
criteria. Once mission activities are carefully defined, then
episode limits for those activities can be developed.
Other Possible Implementations

Earlier it was stated that the lack of a Beacon tone implied
there was a problem with the telecommunication system or
Beacon software. It’s also possible
to
consider
nondetection a good response since an autonomous spacecraft
maybe doing something more important than
just telling
the ground it’s OK, but that is not true indefinitely. If you
don’t detect the spacecraft for some number of days then
you haveaproblem.
In otherwords,timesinceprevious
toneandtone
history are both necessaryto interpret the
Beacon tone.
There is anotherproposed Beacon conceptfor an earth
trailing spacecraft (SIRTF) that involves using one tone.
SIRTF plans to track every 12 hours, but would like to have
Beacon trackingevery
2 hours.Theidea
is that the
spacecraftwouldonlysendaBeacontone
if it hada
problem. The possible Beacon detections are 1) help tone,
or 2) no detection. Normally the spacecraft would be busy
doing observations, but if it had a problem it would turn to
earth point and start transmittinga carrier signal. This
Beacon signal could shorten the anomalyresponsetime
from 12 hours to a maximum of 2 hours. This requires no
modification to the already designed spacecraft since there
is noneedtodistinguish
fine levels ofurgency.SIRTF
management considers this important because their design
does not include a transponder that supports Beacon tones.
There is one drawback with this operation. When the tone
detector fails to detect a Beacon signal, one can not tell
whether ( I ) the spacecraft is fine and no Beacon has been
transmitted, or (2) the spacecraft has an anomaly and fails to
transmit.

6. OPERATIONALEFFECTIVENESS
The Beacon Operation Monitor Experiment really was just
an experiment to test the pieces of a new technology. DSl
never relied on the Beacon tone or data summarization for
theoperationsofthe
spacecraft. Beacon wasnotgiven
manyspacecraftresourcesortimebecause
there were 11
other experiments to test. BMOX never really was able to
get to the point where atrue end-to-end long-term test of the
technology could be performed. Despite this fact, we were
abletodiscoversomeadditionalinnovations
that would
make full operational use of Beaconeasier.
Data Processing Issues

Beacon summary data was delivered to the Beacon Team
through an automated batch script that queried the data each
night. The data was placed in a public directory and then
processed bythe Beacon Team thenextmorning.
The
processing was asimple
task, but was not automated
because data summarization was frequently turned off for
days to weeksatatime.During
DSl extended mission,
data summarization shouldbe on continuously and therefore
the data processing should to be automated.
Thedatabaseused
to store Beacon summary data was
created specifically for the Beacon Task. Because summary
data is not easily formatted for commercial databases, we
decidedtodevelopourown
database. In hindsight, we
believethis was thewrongdecision.
It has been very
difficult to maintain a custom database. The
users do not
have good visibility into the database if the tools are not
working
correctly.
Changes
the
to
database take a
programmer to change the code instead of running a tool
thatwouldbeprovided
with a commercial database. In
addition, commercial databases have built in query features
thatareeasytoset-upand
use. There were instances in
which we were asked for data and were not able to provide
it in a timely fashion. We also were not able to do custom
queries such as a query for all episodes involving a specific
channel.
The
limitations
of using
a
custom database
hindered the operational effectiveness of Beacon.
Data SummarizationSoftware Enhancements

The data summarization software was
not relied upon for
determining spacecraft state. Although
the algorithms and
returned summary data seemed adequate,there were several
suggestions made by the Beacon personnel and flight team
for further enhancements. Some
of these suggestions will
be incorporatedinto the next (M7) version of the flight
softwaretobeuploadedduring
DS1 extended mission
operations.
The
episode
datawas
lacking depth because it only
provided ten samples; each separated by two minutes. The
long time between samples was set to ensure that Beacon
summary data would not overflow the telemetry buffer in
the event of repeated episodes on a single channel. For the
M7 version of the software, we are changing the number of
samples to 20, and allowing the user to set the number of
times
channel
a
can go into episode before it stops
producing episode packets. With these changes, we can set
the sample interval much shorter. In fact, we plan on using
a six-second-sample interval. This will give us much more
visibility on the episodes while not overloading the
telemetry buffer with false alarms. We considered making a
change to add all data on change to episodes, but the DSl
project only wanted very minor software changes
in M7.
During the course of operations, the initialization file with
the episode limits was changed and uplinked many times.
Many times the changes only involved one or two limits in

the file. Because the file ison the order of 15 kilobytes,
there were periods of low communications bandwidth when
it would take several minutes to uplink the file using the low
gain antenna. Operationally, it would have been much
easier if we had a capability toupdate
limits without
sending the entire initialization file.
The flight team made a few suggestions for improving the
usefulness of the summary data.
We have already
implemented derivative summary functions, but one of the
subsystems suggested that integrals be
added
to
the
summary functions. Several otherflight team members
suggested adding different persistence for each episode limit
check. Currently, we havea global persistence parameter
that applies to all episodes.
This change will be
implemented in our M7 software
release.
Another
suggestion was to add a sample rate to user performance
packets.
Two capabilities that fault protection monitorshave that
should be present in Beacon are conditional monitors and
maximum excursion tracking. Conditional monitors enable
the user to check multiple sensors based on the values of the
sensors. The DSl fault protection software also hasthe
capability to track and savetheminimumandmaximum
values for sensors. The summarizationsoftwarewill only
track these values if the sensor goes into an episode
condition. This may be important data for future missions
relying on summary data even though the sensors are not
outside their limits. As mentioned in the Lessons Learned
section, there should be tighter integration between the
Beacon software and the fault protection software.
Reporting Results to the Flight Team

We developed a set of tools for examiningthesummary
data. These tools were only located on the Beacon Team
workstation. Since launch we have developedsomewebbased tools to access the summary data. These tools
have
made it easier to report the results to the flight team, but are
very limited in their capabilities. We are going to improve
these tools during extended mission. Our goal is to make
the data easily accessible to the flight team users. Easy
access to the Beacon data is very important for making the
technology operationally effective but unfortunately was not
available during the DSl primary mission.
Cost Savings,from Using Beacon
Part of our future work in Beacon technology involves
infusing the Beacon technology
into
DSI mission
operations as an end-to-end system. Technology infusion is
not an easy task and traditionally has not been done well.
DSl will benefit from this work by reducing the amount of
tracking time used.
In extended mission, DSl will have two tracking passes per
week, an %hour high gain pass on Monday’s and a 4-hour

-

mid-week pass to check spacecraft status. Utilizing Beacon,
the DSl projectwillnothavetousea4-hourmid-week
carrier only DSN pass to check spacecraft status. They can
use a 30 minute (or less) Beacon pass that actually gives
themadditionalinformationoveracarrieronly
pass. In
addition,theycanreduce
the frequency of eight-hour
telemetry passes and substitute 30-minute Beacon passes in
their place. We have not yet determined how many 8-hour
telemetrypassescouldbeeliminatedbut
DSl expects it
could be as many as every other
pass. In this case, there
would only be two eight-hour telemetry passes each month
and four 30-minute Beacon passes each month. The overall
savings for this case are summarized in the Table 4. This
results in savings of 30 hours of DSN trackingtimeor
$18,248perfour-weekperiod.Thisdoesnotincludethe
substantialsavings of missionengineeringlaborcosts
of
performing routine telemetry analysis.
Table 4. Tracking Cost Per Month
(34m BWG, 2 contacts perweek, assuming reduction of
two 8-hour telemetry passes per month)
DS1
DS1 Operations I Total
Operations
with Beacon
Monthly
without
Savings
Beacon
8-hour
$19,465
telemetry
passes
4-hour
$9,733
carrier
only
passes
Beacon
$0
I
tone passes
Total
$10,950
$18,248
$29,198

i.

Demand-access scheduling of DSN antennas is another
important feature of an operational Beacon system.
Schedulingantennasbased ondemand ratherthana prenegotiated agreement is important to the success of this
technology within theDSN.DuringtheDS1extended
mission,
we
do not havethefundingtodemonstrate
automated scheduling of antenna resources. If we receive a
Beacon tone that requires contacting the DS1 spacecraft, we
will have to manually request a station pass. Until the DSN
changes theirschedulingparadigm, it will bedifficult to
implement demand-access scheduling.

7. FUTURE
WORK

’

I

I

The
benefits
of infusing
a
regular
Beacon
operation
technologyonDS1areapparent
in thecostsavingsof
reducedDSNutilization.
In addition,thefour-hourmidweek passes are replaced with 30-minute Beacon
passes that
contain additional status information. Future missions
will
benefitfromtheexperienceofaflightmission
using a
regular Beacon tone for an extended period of time. This
includes the experience of scheduling the DSN for Beacon
operations as well as the success of the Beacon tone system
in relaying
the
spacecraft
status
to
the
ground.
New
missions that could benefit
from this technology include
PlutoExpress,EuropaOrbiter,
andMDS.Each
ofthese
missionsisplanningonusingeitherpart
or all ofthe
Beaconoperationstechnology.Thecontinuation
of work
ontheBeacontechnologybyrevisingtheoperations
conceptwilladdvaluetothese
mission customers. In
addition, we can fully develop the operations procedures for
using the Beacon technology.

The DSIBeacon Monitor Experiment involved testing the
functionality of an onboard
tone
system
and
data
summarization capability.
A total of twelve-tone
experiments were conducted. For these experiments, a preselected tone(subcarrier)or
a sequence of toneswas
uploaded to the spacecraft prior to the experiment. The tone
was thendetectedon
theground and compared with the
tone sent. Although this functionality wasproventobe
successful, the previous Beaconworkwas
focused on
validating the technology, not making it useful to the DSI
mission.
The end-to-endBeacon concept involvesusing the current
spacecraft health to determine a tone and then transmit that
tone to a groundstation.The
objective of thistask is to
adapt the end-to-endBeacon
operationstechnologyfor
infusion into the operationsofafunctionalspacecraft.
Although DSI and Mission Data
Systems (MDS) are eager
to reduceoperation
costs using the Beacon operations
technology, infusion into an operational
mission
still
requires a technology push.
The DSI
extended
mission will be
used
to test this
technology.The
currenttracking plan for DSl extended
operations includes a once perweek 8 hour DSNpass to
send telemetry data to the ground. In addition, mid week 4hour carrier only passes are planned to confirm operation of
the ionpropulsion
system (IPS) thrusting. We propose
using a Beacon tone pass in lieu of the mid-week pass.
Using this mid-week Beacon pass may also reduce the need
for weekly 8-hour telemetry passes.
End-to-endBeacon operations haveneverbeen performed
onan operational spacecraft. Regular operations using a
Beacontonewill
have implicationson theschedulingof
DSN tracking for DSl . Solving these scheduling problems
will be an added benefit of this task and will help enable
future missions to use Beacon operations.
I t will be important to automate tone detection operations to
s ~ ~ p p o rDSI
t
extended mission.
This will involve
implementing algorithms
for
unattended operations to
support operationaluse of this technologyby DSI. Since
we do nothave
manyfinancialresourcesforextended

mission, we cannot afford to continue to do manual tone
Symposium on Reducing the Cost of Ground Systems
detection. At thesametime,
we cannot spend much to
and Spacecraji Operations, Tainan, Taiwan.
automatetonedetection.Thereisadditional
work to be
Wyatt, E. J.,et. al: 1997, “An Overviewofthe
Beacon
done to completetheanalysisoftheexperimentaltone
Monitor
Operations
Technology,”
International
detectiondatacollectedduringtheprimarymission.
We
Symposium on Art$cial Intelligence, Robotics, and
willquantifytheoperationalperformance
of thetone
Automation in Space,Tokyo, Japan.
detector and signal characteristics, and possibly improve the Wyatt, E. J., et. al: 1998, “Beacon Monitor Operations
on
detection algorithm with useof anon-linear drift model.
the Deep Space
One
Mission,”
Fifth International
Symposium on Space Mission Operations and Ground
There are scripts on-board the DSl spacecraft that will send
Data Systems, Tokyo, Japan.
anurgenttonealternatingwithtelemetryduringstandby
DeCoste, D.: 1997,“AutomatedLearningandMonitoring
(safing) mode. These scripts have been disabled during the
of Limit Functions,” International Symposium on
primary mission. They will have to be updated, tested, and
Artificial Intelligence, Robotics, and
Automation
in
uplinked to thespacecraftbefore
Beacon
is
used
for
Space, Tokyo, Japan.
operations.
Sherwood, R., et. al: 1997, “Flight Software Implementation
of the Beacon Monitor Experiment On the NASA New
The Beaconoperationalconceptandtheground
Millennium Deep Space 1 (DSI) Mission,” Second
visualization
software
have
both
been
submitted
and
International Symposium on Reducing
the
Cost
of
accepted for NASA Technology Brief Awards. As a result
Spacecraft
Ground
Systems
and
Operations,
of
these
reports
and
other
publicity,
many
external
Oxfordshire, UK.
organizationsareinterestedinusingandcommercializing
Chien, S., et. al: 1997, “Resource Scheduling for a Network
the Beacon technology.
of Communications Antennas,” Proceedings of the IEEE
Aerospace Conference, Aspen, CO.
8. CONCLUSIONS
Staehle,
R.L.,
et.
al:
1996,
“Pluto
Express:
Advanced
Technologies
Enable
Lower
Cost Missions to the Outer
Beacon operations can be viewed as a tool that is valuable
Solar
System
and
Beyond,”
International Low Cost
in reducing overall mission risk in an environment where
Planetary
Missions
Conference,
Laurel, MD.
decreased tracking is all but mandated
by slim operations
Wyatt,
E.J.
and
J.B.
Carraway:
1995,
“BeaconMonitoring
budgets.
It
can
also
be viewed
as
a technology
for
Approach
to
Spacecraft
Mission
Operations,’’ First
conducting low cost mission operations at acceptable risk.
International Symposium on Reducing the Cost of
The key point here is that NASA policy towards mission
Spacecraji
Ground
Systems Operations,
and
risk and cost changed when the visions for smaller, faster,
Oxfordshire, UK.
better, and cheaper missions were born. Beacon operations
helpsenablemanymoremissionswithexistingtracking
resources and is a practical method for minimizing mission
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